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Abst ract - -The  main function of any system for aiding musical composition is support of the 
creative process. Yet little is known about the inner process of musical creativity. This paper 
explains the rationale and principal design aspects of DMIX, an extensible musical composition 
and performance nvironment designed with special attention to supporting the creative process. 
DMIX adopts an approach which is more phenomenological and less formalistic than existing systems, 
and thus also includes ome features not found elsewhere. 
COMPUTERS AND CREATIVITY 
Any discussion of creativity, the creative process, the effects of technology on our creativity, or 
how technology can be adapted to better support creativity, is problematic at best. It is hard, if 
not impossible, to define what creativity is--so how can we design technology to support it? And 
when we consider systems for supporting music composition, we are faced with other questions 
that are no less problematic, such as: What is music? What is a musical idea? How does 
our musical experience of a musical fragment change as the same fragment appears in different 
musical contexts? It is difficult to design a general system for dealing with music without a clear, 
formal understanding of both the musical domain and the creative process of composition. 
We are faced with a fundamental dichotomy. On the one hand is the artist's natural creativity 
as initially manifested in a set of musical concepts and ideas. On the other hand is the com- 
puting environment in which the artist must work in order to realize his ideas. This computing 
environment, by its very nature, imposes a formal framework within which the artist must work. 
At some stage, the musical ideas must be expressed in terms of numeric parameters that are 
manipulated by the computer program. This causes two problems: first, the ideas will become 
distorted in the process of transforming them into the formalized parameters. Thus, in a way the 
composer is no longer working with his original ideas. Second, a composer may find it disrupting 
to shift from thinking in his own musical terms to working within the rigid framework required by 
the computer application. At best, this would only slow down the creative process; more likely, 
it would introduce negative ffects on the composer's creativity. 
We should realize that this difficulty is not inherent in the creative process itself, as abstract and 
vague as it may seem. Instrumental composers have enjoyed relative creative freedom for centuries 
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and an audience of listeners has been able to enjoy the experience of music, i.e., 'understand' it. 
But there is no obvious translation of any natural musical idea into any single formal system. 
Problems arise when we try to force musical concepts into a formal framework in which they really 
do not belong. We may then discover that some ideas are hard to implement, seem complicated, 
and are even hard to understand. 
Another way of approaching at this problem is by thinking in terms of limitations. In in- 
strumental music, the compositional limitations are usually obvious and are naturally taken into 
account during the creative process. On the other hand, compositional limitations imposed by 
computer systems are not sufficiently understood. Computer systems often give an illusion of 
few limitations, if any at all. Thus, the (naive) composer may try to implement ideas that, in a 
given system, are hard to materialize. Had these limitations been obvious he may have avoided 
them altogether, or found a way to work around them during the conception of his ideas and well 
before trying to implement them. 
I do not believe there is a way to bridge this gap between abstract ideas and their expression. In 
fact, some may even argue that Artificial Intelligence is also struggling with some manifestation 
of this same problem. In my work I am taking a phenomenological approach that, in some 
fashion, tries to bypass these problems instead of 'solving' them. Rather than look for an 'all 
inclusive' representation, I am seeking auser-extensible representation that can easily be modified 
by each user and yet be supported by the remaining system. Instead of a predefined application 
design, I am focusing on simple-to-use components and on a methodology that will allow a user 
to configure, or design, his own system from these components. This way the application design 
is tailored by each user, yet a user need never be aware that he is 'designing' a system. In 
other words, I am trying to find ways that will enable the composer to work and manipulate 
the computer while thinking on his own terms, and have the translation of his actions into the 
required formalism take place implicitly, as a by-product rather than a prerequisite ofhis work. 
THE DMIX ENVIRONMENT: USER INTERFACE, 
GOALS, AND DESIGN ISSUES 
DMIX is an environment dedicated to composing and performing music that I have imple- 
mented at the Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics (CCRMA) in Stanford 
University. I began work on DMIX after realizing that some systems I was using had a negative 
effect on my creative processes. Whereas this was indeed a personal experience that was not 
necessarily shared by other composers, it encouraged me to investigate he interrelations between 
technology and creativity. DMIX is an ongoing project, and I expect significant changes and im- 
provements otake place over the years as my understanding of the problems involved continues 
to improve. 
My main motivation was to design an easy-to-use yet flexible environment that has a uniform 
user interface, provides multiple representation a d user metaphors, is easily extensible by its 
users, and is independent of any particular synthesis hardware or host computer (see [1-5]). An 
important part of the design philosophy was to view all activities associated with computer music 
as part of a whole. In particular I tried to blend the activities of composing and performing, real- 
time interaction and manipulation with working off-line, the notion of algorithmic omposition 
juxtaposed with improvisation, and text-based programming asan extension, or supplement, to
graphic manipulation. 
A major goal in designing the user interface was to enable composers to work with minimal 
interruption to the creative process. Once a musical idea is conceived it should be easy to find 
a way to implement i ; and during implementation the composer should not have to spend time 
writing code or consulting operating manuals. This is much easier said than done, as there is 
a never ending cycle whereby improvements only beget he need for yet further improvements. 
In pursuit of this goal, a large emphasis was put on a high-level approach to the user interface. 
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DMIX provides many different tools for creating, editing, and performing music. I tried to keep 
each tool simple so that its utility is obvious. Tools often overlap in functionality but each 
tool clearly presents a different user-metaphor. The 'trick' was to provide a simple mechanism 
for allowing the different tools to work together--a mechanism I call Slappability [4]. With the 
availability of a large palette of tools, albeit functionality overlapping, the composer ultimately 
has a better chance of finding a tool that he is comfortable with. 
A second major goal was to provide the ability to compose and interact with musical ideas 
while communicating with the full context of the music. In pursuit of this goal DMIX provides 
different ways of visualizing and manipulating the music from the lowest level of the sonic event 
to the highest level of the composition and its structure. The composer is free to move between 
these levels at any time. Through the technique of real-time diting, the composer can work on 
minute, low level, details of his music as the entire work is playing. Thus, he can evaluate at once 
if the changes he is making are 'correct' in regards to the overall musical context. By working 
in high-level structure-browsers, the composer can easily experiment and find out how different 
musical materials best work with each other. By easily shifting from the presentation f the high 
level structure to the low level details, the composer can fine tune each musical element in respect 
to the others. 
What makes DMIX unique is not any specific tool, but rather the way in which: 
• the user can constantly switch between different user metaphors (such as GUI based, 
conventional programming, functional programming, improvisation, etc.); 
• tools can be created irectly from musical material; 
• tools can transform themselves into musical material; 
• tools can be grouped and reconfigured toform new tools and hence new ways of interacting 
with the system. 
I find these characteristics of DMIX to be of paramount importance in bridging the gap between 
compositional thought and expression. Being able to work off-line and define algorithms that 
generate music, and to then be able to interact with these algorithms in real time via a graphical 
interface, suggests new compositional processes that may prove useful. If musical material can 
be transformed into tools that can then operate on other musical materials and vice versa, then 
these tools are no longer abstract formal operators and can now be thought of more directly in 
musical terms. For example, the composer can think in terms uch as: "let the rhythm from this 
section determine the harmonic hanges of that section ... " 
I hope that my approach will make DMIX useful to a broad community of users, as each com- 
poser may select he tools and metaphors that best fit his individual way of thinking. Composers 
may further develop their own tools and hence their own ways for conceptualizing their musical 
ideas and realizing them through DMIX. I have observed that different composers use the sys- 
tem in very different ways, each developing his own compositional technique. In this respect, 
DMIX becomes a different system for each user. 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
The main components of the DMIX system can be divided roughly into six groups, though 
many tools overlap several categories: 
1. Graphics based (music editors, real-time ditors, Modifier editors, etc.). 
2. Text based (Quill algorithms, note-list editors, Smalltalk code, etc.). 
3. Real Time (Echo patches, connections to Graphic Editors). 
4. Performance (the SHADOW system for composition and performance, tools for adding 
expression). 
5. Compositional tools (Functions, Filters, Interpolators, Patterns, etc.). 
6. The underlying music representation itself. 
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~onents of the DMIX system. 
Figure 1 outlines the division of the system into these six main categories. However, it should 
be noted that the main advantages of the system stem from the ability of almost any tool to 
interact with almost any other tool. 
DMIX is too large a system to be outlined here in any useful detail. I will provide some examples 
that demonstrate he concepts of working with relation to the overall music context, blending 
user metaphors, and system support for user extension of the underlying music representation. 
A comprehensive overview of the DMIX system with much more detailed examples may be found 
in the DMIX documentation that is available on the World Wide Web [5]. 
The examples in this paper are taken from a version of DMIX implemented in ParcPlace 
Smalltalk 2.3 in 1993. A port to ParcPlace VisualWorks 2.5 should be complete by time of 
publication. This will give DMIX a very different look, a much improved user interface, and 
complete portability among Macintosh OS 7.5, Windows 95, and possibly also to Silicon Graphics 
and Sun workstations. 
Communicat ing with the Context 
The Piano Roll editor provides all the GUI functionality one would expect from a graphic 
editor. Two examples demonstrate how the composer can work while communicating with the 
overall context of his music: real-time diting and structure diting. 
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Rea l - t ime edi t ing 
ADMIX graphic editor view of the first few measures of the "Prelude in C Major" by J. S. Bach 
( The Well Tempered Clavier, Book I) can be seen in Figure 2. In this case, two views are spawned 
on the very same music: the bottom view is the standard piano roll, showing for each note its 
onset (x-axis), pitch (y-axis), and duration (rectangle length). The top view is a Parameter view 
that displays the onset (x-axis) and MIDI Velocity (y-axis) of each note. In this rendering, all 
notes share the same MIDI Velocity value (64), as signified by the straight line in the parameter 
view. 
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Figure 2. The velocity parameter isupdated interactively in real time as the music 
is playing. 
There are many way to change the Velocity values in order to add expressive articulation to 
the music. One could drag each note in the Velocity view to a new Y position, or simply draw a 
shape that would be applied to the entire phrase. Whereas both these techniques are considered 
'intuitive' and a 'good' user interface, they have a fundamental drawback. The 'correct' velocity 
value for each value depends on many factors, including the specific sound (MIDI instrument) 
that realizes each note, its attack and decay characteristics, and so on. However, the surrounding 
context also plays an important role: the 'correct' velocity of a given note depends also on the 
velocity of the notes surrounding it, on the rhythmic placement of each note, on its harmonic 
function, and so on. It is hard to make considerations for context by merely dragging a note. 
When drawing a shape over a phrase the user can only guess what the 'correct' shape should be, 
and must do further editing in order to adjust the result to the overall music context. 
Real-Time editing offers a very different approach to this problem and is demonstrated in Fig- 
ure 2. Here, some external control, such as a MIDI slider, is connected to the velocity parameter 
in the top view. As music plays the composer may adjust the velocity parameter interactively 
by moving the slider. Not only will he hear the music with the modified parameters but he will 
also see the new parameters as they get displayed over the old ones. By working within the full 
context of the music, the composer's musicality can naturally compensate for all the complex 
factors already mentioned above. 
There is no limit to the number of views that can be opened above each other. If a composition 
is comprised of several parts then each may have its own view. Any number of parts, and any 
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number of parameters within each part, may be edited simultaneously. This technique proves 
useful when working on Musiqu~ Concrete style of music in which a section is composed of several 
layers of sound that develop in tight synchronization with each other. 
Working with structure 
Hierarchy Views manipulate large sections of a composition with all of their subparts. When 
the drag operation that is taking place in Figure 3 completes, the middle section (in the right 
half of the screen) with all of its subparts will move back in time and overlap the opening section. 
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Figure 3. Dragging an inner section. 
Through this view the composer may work on the highest level of the composition. By double- 
clicking on any rectangle that represents a subsection, he can open a "piano roll" view that will 
allow him to work out details. All the tools that apply to the conventional piano roll view can be 
applied to this view, including the real-time techniques that were explained above, the Slapping 
of Functions, CodeDictionaries, and other tools that will be described in the following sections. 
Blending User Metaphors 
Blending programming with GUI: CodeDictionaries 
Direct Graphic Manipulation is an intuitive user paradigm that is easy to use and requires 
minimal programming skills. However, the scope of operations i typically limited to cut, copy, 
paste, group, drag, invert, stretch, and so on. For example, it is not easy to set the velocity 
parameters ofselected notes according to some function of the pitch values in another collection. 
However, such an operation would be trivial to define pre~rammatically. Composers who need to 
manipulate their music in such fashion are currently forced to use an environment that supports 
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programming and must give up direct graphic manipulation, as both approaches are not likely to 
be supported by the same environment. Not only does the composer need to learn the associated 
programming language but he would also need to become familiar with the data structures and 
functions peculiar to that environment's API. 
In DMIX, I am experimenting with a compromise that tries to blend both of these metaphors. 
ADMIX object named CodeDictionary allows the user to write small programs. Each program 
can then be Slapped from the CodeDictionary onto a graphic view (or a variety of other objects) 
where it will have the intended effect. This mechanism extends the capabilities of the graphic 
editor by blending the capabilities of direct graphic manipulation with conventional text-based 
programming. Additionally, the Code Dictionary encapsulates and hides from the user all imple- 
mentation details relating to the underlying music representation, the graphic display, and the 
windowing system. Thus, the user can concentrate on programming only the musical changes he 
wants to take place. Although the user must still write code, this task is vastly simplified. The 
example in Figure 4 shows the entire code for a first order "High Pass Filter" that is then Slapped 
and applied to the pitches of the Bach "Prelude." 
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Figure 4. Slapping a CodeDictionary block of compiled SmMltalk code onto a 
Graphic Edit View. This block applies a second order high-pass filter to the Pitch 
parameter of the notes of the Bach "Prelude." 
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Any text that can be evaluated by the Smalltalk compiler may be Slapped onto a graphic view. 
Slapping the text in Figure 5 onto an Edit View of the Bach "Prelude" results in the creation of 
the Pattern in Figure 6. 
(Pattern on= (activeSelectlon asEvent collectPar.' #pitch))  
asMod~fler name; 'pattern from p;tch' ~ edit 
Figure 5. Smalltalk source code that when evaluated within the context of an Edit 
View creates a Pattern Modifier with the pitches of the music in that view. 
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67 
72 po== 0 
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69 Smalllnteger 1 
74 
"77 
69 no ConBIk 
Figure 6. The result of Slapping the code in Figure 5 onto a Graphic Edit View with 
the music of the Bach "Prelude." 
Patterns are list processing elements modeled after the Common Music Item_list [6,7]. They 
are part of a large package of objects that can be used for algorithmic omposition. 
Blending functional programming with GUI: Modifiers 
Modifiers are DMIX tools that facilitate the use of high-level operations in an intuitive way. 
They include Functions, Filters, Interpolators, ValueModifiers, PatternModifiers, and more. 
Functions can be used to determine tempo maps, set or scale parameters, modify temporal and 
rhythmic characteristics, and the like. Filters can control pitch content, mode (scale), or har- 
mony. Interpolators can nest other Modifiers to form yet more complex Modifiers. A Modifier's 
behavior is defined in its CodeDictionary. This way the user can use any one of several prede- 
fined modes, easily change a Modifier's behavior, or add new functionality. As noted previously, 
Modifiers can be created from musical material and vice versa. 
The example in Figure 7 demonstrates how the Bach "Prelude" (3, numbers refer to the figure) 
is ' Jazzed up' using a rhythm that is extracted from an improvised melody (1). A Modifier (2) 
is first created by Slapping the 'Rhythm' melody (1) onto it. The Modifier is then Slapped onto 
the "Prelude" (3) where it produces a 'Jazzed up' version (4). 
Note that a later example will accomplish the very same result using the Quill algorithmic 
input language (see Figure 12). 
In the above examples, the Modifiers were applied to all the notes on display. They may also 
be applied to any Selection of notes. Figure 8 provides a visual summary of Edit Views that 
outline how their functionality may be extended through the use of Selections, CodeDictionaries 
and Modifiers. 
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Figure 7. Using Modifiers to map musical properties from one music onto another. 
Quill: An Algorithmic Music Description Language 
QUILL is a high level algorithmic music description language [2]. It is modeled after PLA and 
Common Music [6-8]. Unlike PLA and Common Music, Quill may be used interactively, in a 
manner that integrates well with other tools in DMIX. Quill supports a variety of textual formats 
for representing and composing music. The numbered items in Figure 9 show how these formats 
can be freely intermixed: a simple symbolic input (1), notelist (2), simple to use functional 
application of modifiers (3, 4, 5), or high level Smalltalk programming (6). The "piano roll" view 
at the bottom shows the result of evaluating the file; lines connect each segment of the Quill text 
to the corresponding music that is generated. In (7), one can see the embedding of Smalltalk 
code that will cause the compiled music to play. Smalltalk code may be used to communicate 
with any part of the DMIX environment during the compilation of Quill input. 
A Multi-Level File (MLF) system further allows us to organize the composition in a hierarchy 
of pages and chapters. Additionally, the MLF system maintains a log of the composer's work 
that enables one to re-create any previous version of his work from any point in time. 
Blending Quill and Graphics 
Most attractive is the ability to Slap DMIX objects into Quill. When this happens, the objects 
transform into a Quill algorithm which when evaluated by Quill, will generate an identical object 
(see Figures 10 and 11 as examples). The reverse is also correct: Slapping any text from Quill on 
another object will result in first creating the object hat is described in the text and then applying 
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+0.126 MidiNote [phcht ¢6 durl 0.126 veil 64 #chain  t ]  
+0.125 MldiNote [phchl e6 dur~ 0.126 vel: 64 #¢han'  1] 
Figure 8. Enhancing the functionality ofGraphic Editors. 
it to the object onto which it was Slapped. Thus, Quill blends into the overall DMIX environment 
in a simple and natural way. 
Figure 10 demonstrates the result of Slapping a Selection of notes from the Bach "Prelude" 
onto Quill--it is transformed to a Quill algorithmic 'voiceLoop:' construct. The user may now 
modify this music programmaticaJly. By editing this algorithm, it is possible to create many new 
kinds of musical transformations that are hard to obtain with other tools. 
Similarly, Slapping a Modifier into Quill will transform it into a textual representation that will 
allow Quill to re-create an identical object. For example, Slapping the Function in Figure 7(2) 
into Quill would produce the Quill code shown in Figure 11. 
I will now demonstrate how the operation of 'Jazzing' up the Bach "Prelude," described pre- 
viously in Figure 7, can be easily accomplished using Quill. There are several ways to do this. 
The simplest would be first to Slap the Bach "Prelude" into Quill, and then Slap in the Function 
that was created from the 'Rhythm' melody. (See Figure 11. Note that the 'Rhythm' melody 
itself could be called from Quill and the Function could be generated from it directly in Quill.) 
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@ 
® 
@ 
® 
Quill Editor ] 
~1 I ,m I ~ I romp Ev'nt I do I ? 
voloe; nioe Oraphios 
:1 
:1 
p: ¢ d • {g3 b5 d6 f7}  "Minimum Input required, Other parameters default" 
" - -  chord - - "  
+2.5 MidiNote [pitch: g2 dun 0.5 vel: 64 #ohan= 1] "Orals notellst format~" 
+0,0 MidiNote [pitch: b4 dur: 0.5 veh 64 #chan; t ]  "copied In from a" 
+0.0 MidiNote [pitch= d7 dur: 0,5 veh 64 #than:  1] "notellst editor" 
+0.0 MidiNote [pltch: f9 dur; 0,5 vel: 64 #oh&n: 1] 
¢reateFunotion= (Funotion up) maxVah t27, 
p: [beglnFun¢t;on: up] "A~slgn Function to pitch from this point,,," 
p: [20 repeat: ¢] "Create 20 notes~ pitch will change" I 
d: q + e, ~ "Set all durxtlons to q + e, = 
dT= • ~ "A shorter Delta-Time - -  overla:p notes" 
p: [endFunotion up] ".., Function's effect on pltoh ends here" 
@ 
vo;ceLoop= nloe Graphics notes: 70 beglnTirne: append 
var= pitches tempoFun tranFun "the loop's local variables" 
Inlt:: pitches *- Pattern on: #(¢5 f; d bf e b f ef a ), "the loop's Initialization block" 
tempoFun *- (Function trap) mlnTIme: 0 
maxTime= numberOfNote; "variable in loop" 
mlnVal; 30 "rain tempo" 
maxVah 400. "max tempo" ( -6~ 
tranFun ÷ (Funotlon trap) window: (0 @ 48 corner= numberOfNotes @ -68), v 
! "! marks end of ;nit::" 
loop:: 
self ternpo: (ternpoFun valueAt: noteNumber), "set tempo" 
self transpose= (tranFun valueht; noteNumber), "set transposition" 
self pitch= pitches next, "set pitch" 
self duration: #q. I "set duration" 
code: voice play "this gets executed by Smalltalk't compiler = 
0,6 
I i • • 
D ~1~ m 
' ' . -  ' 5 o  . . . .  ' . . . .  ' . . . .  ' . . . .  ' . . . .  ' 15,0 2£~,0 35 ,0  
Figure 9. A QUILL file featuring several input formats. The piano roll view at the 
bottom displays the results of evaluating this Quill file. 
Now that both the Bach melody and Function are defined in Quill, the Quill code needed to 
produce the same 'Jazzy' effect is shown in Figure 12. Note that even though this is a relatively 
complex operation it can still be accomplished using Quill's 'simple' format without requiring 
Smalltalk programming. 
Blend ing  Graph ics  and Rea l  T ime 
Echo is a DMIX class that represent processes with which a performer (or the composer) can 
interact in real time. In many ways an Echo resembles a patch in MAX [9,10]• Figure 13 shows a 
simple Echo that will respond to each note a performer plays by generating four new notes with 
a delay of 138 milliseconds between them and a transposition of two semitones from each other• 
Echo, and the spontaneous improvisatory techniques it suggests, blends well with other tools 
that are nonreal time. In Figure 14, music from a Graphic view is Slapped onto an Echo. The 
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Editing Omix: HappyEnd 
i playViews]p ~Reoord 
~i,]~ S I rn ~'T~C, ,~'~ I 4"  
I+ View 
I ' - I  
I + '°o*. 19 i; NB, 
I /~  If;JtMIfun~l ~1 10.2~ : g#z 
0.16 [0,15 - 13.36] 13,35 
~ ~ , ~ ! l r . ~  ~ . . . , ~ . . . . . .  - ........:.:...: ..... :...., -...:. 
% 
, , , , . .  
2,0 ,0 10,0 
/ 
Quill Editor: uncompiled text 
voiceLoop: fromSeleotJon notes: 13 " ~ I L ~  
vat: pltche= durations 
inh;: 
pitches <- Pattern on, #(  'aS' 'd6' "f6" "b4' "dS' 
'gS' 'd6' 'f6' 'gS' 'd6" 'f6' 'c5' 'eS" ). 
durations <- Pattern on;#(160 150 160 1200 
160 150 150 160 160 160 160 1200 150 ). 
! 
loop:: 
~elf pitch: pitches next, 
self duration: durations next. 
Figure 10. Slapping a Selection of notes from the Bach "Prelude" onto a QUILL 
Editor converts the music into a QUILL algorithmic 'voiceLoop:' construct. 
¢reateFunction:: (Function 
name: "Jazz' 
comment: " 
mode: "=Rhythm' asSymbol 
window: (0@t27 corner' 11390@0) 
polntString: '0@60 360@67 510@62 830@55 t390@60 t660@56 
1880@53 2050@55 2570@63 3000@62 3130@60 3430@68 3600@67 3930@65 
4090@64 4410@70 4950@69 5090@68 6380@67 5560@75 5870@74 6010@72 
6300@57 6480@71 6810@62 79t0@60 7960@63 8070@65 8420@67 8570@62 
8900@55 9960@56 10020@55 10100@53 10240@51 10760@50 11290@60 ') 
Figure 11. The result of Slapping the Function in Figure 7(2) into Quill. This 
Function can now be accessed from within Quill. 
code; (self functionNamed: 'Jazz') mode: '=Rhythm' asSymbol 
t: [begJnFunctlon' Jazz'] 
appendMotive= Bach 
t: [endFunetion: 'Jazz'] 
= 
Figure 12: Quill code needed to 'Jazz' up the Bach "Prelude" as done via direct 
graphic manipulation in Figure 7. 
EchoEditor: unnamed I 
DMIX 
I Reoord [~ ' [  do 
4 I 2 
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Figure 13. An Echo is a real-time process, much like a MAX patch. 
EohoEdhor' unNamed 
? I I  ooo.  
10.1 52 1870 I 3 -Tr, ,0 -  ~,~9:] 4 
D 
~m~n Idelav~ratlc .rnNot.~sPOSl :)rDo~ eOrCI ' 
i o,t,o, oo BBBBi  
dl]J~$1m ~ ~ Rythrn .Edit 1 11131] (0:127) 
o.o I [o,o - 3a.a~] ~,~ 
I i I I I I 
5.0 15.0 25.0 
I,I,*_~llO:OI.~, °I~,l.IolIl,I.IoIoI,Iol'~oI-IoI.IoI-IoI,/oI';-I.I-I-I-I-I-I-III,I-=I*-I-I-I. i 
*1~II~II~I~II~|~=~I;~I~I~II~I~II:II~IIII~I~II~1~I~I~I~I~=I~IIIII~IIII=II~II~I~I~'~I I I I I I I I l ' I I : I I * I I ' I I l= I I I I I I ' I I I ; ! I I I I I I I I I . I I I I I I : I I I I I I *  I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I¢:*III°III I=,I III I I I 
Figure 14, Slapping a Graphic View onto an Echo. 
result is that this music is processed by the Echo as if it were played by a performer. The Echo's 
output could be captured and manipulated by other DMIX tools. 
User  Extens ions  o f  the  Mus ic  Representat ion  
I consider the internal music representation, i.e., the low-level Smalltalk objects on which 
DMIX is built, to be a user-accessible tool. This is a useful design feature: a visible and accessible 
internal representation allows users to modify, extend, and adapt the system to handle unique 
musical situations. It is important hat if a user changes the representation, the system will 
support his changes without breaking. 
In the following example, a user has decided to use microtonality. In a MIDI environment, 
one way to implement this, at least monophonically, is by inserting a MIDI PitchBend message 
immediately before the onset of each note. The user would have to subclass MidiNote, define 
a new instance variable for the pitchBend parameter, and override the play method so that a 
MIDIPitchBend event would be played before the note itself. Whereas this may sound like a lot 
of work, the entirety of Smalltalk code that the user must provide is shown in Figure 15. 
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pltchBend: aMidiVM 
pitchBend ~- (0 max: aMidiVal) rnin: 127 
pitchBend 
pltchBend 
playMidi: aMidiOevice atTirne: aTime 
I aPitchBend I 
aPitchBend ~- MidiPitchWheel defaultEvent parameter: pitchBencl, 
aPitchBend playMidi: aMidiDevice atTirne: aTirne. 
super playMidi: aMidiDevice atTime: aTirne 
Figure 15. Source code needed to implement a MidiNoteWithPitchBend object to 
the DMIX system. 
Figure 16. The standard Note event editor automatically recognizes the new para- 
meter. 
However, the entire DMIX system will now support he expanded representation. The standard 
note editor will pop up with the new parameter, as seen in Figure 16. 
Graphic edit views will also support the new note event, and the user may spawn a graphic 
view on the pitchBend parameter for real-time editing. If music that includes that event type 
were to be Slapped into Quill, then the pitchBend parameter would also appear and be available 
for manipulation. The result of such a slap can be seen in Figure 17. 
Composit ion and Performance: Shadow 
Shadow is a system within DMIX for both composing and performing interactive music. The 
composer creates a Shadow score via various graphic and text editors [3]. The score links triggers 
made by the performer--a note, phrase, or performance gesture--to specific actions that will 
take place in DMIX. These actions can generate additional notes or sequences (i.e., an accompa- 
niment) or execute blocks of compiled Smalltalk code. By triggering blocks of code, the entire 
DMIX system can be controlled by the performer. For example, Echo processes can be spawned 
and updated in order to facilitate what I term nonstructured interactive tracking, i.e., interactive 
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Quill Editor', uncompiled textJ 
n I I ,,o I Io=.°= I o17 
voiceLoop, frornSeleotion notes, 14 
event= MidiNoteWithPitchBend defaultEvent 
vat: pltohNarnePattern duratlonPattern velocltyPattern ohannelPattern 
pitchBendPattern deltaPitchPattern deltaTirnePattern eventTirnePattern 
inlt=' 
pltchNarnePattern <- Pattern on= #(  ' f#6 '  'b6' 'fT' "a#7' 'd#8'  'dS' '¢8'). 
durationPattern ~- Pattern on: 500, 
velocltyPattern (- Pattern on= 64, 
channelPattern <- Pattern on: 1. 
pltohBendPattern (- Pattern on=#(g  10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1"/ 18 19 20 2t 2Z ). 
deltaTimePattern ~- Pattern on ,#(0  125 125 1Z5 125 125 125 ) 
loop:: 
self pltchNarne: pitchNarnePattern next. 
self duration: durationPattern next. 
self velocity: velocityPattern next. 
self channel, channelPattern next. 
self pltchBend: pltchBendPattern next. 
self deltaTirne: deltaTimePattern next. 
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Figure 17. When Slapping music that uses the new event into Quill the pitchBend 
parameter is readily supported. 
patches with which the performer can improvise. While composing, Shadow can emulate the 
performer and allow the composer to experience the music as it would sound in a performance. 
This is especially useful when composing sections with a high degree of interaction among its 
constituent parts. 
During a performance, Shadow follows the performer, synchronizes the score with the actual 
performance, updates the tempo of music being generated, and executes the predefined score- 
actions. Tracking can use any combination of linear or interactive tracking techniques. Linear 
tracking is the more conventional approach where all the triggers are predefined sequentially in 
the score, much as it is in a classical concerto. Here the performer must play the music exactly 
as noted in the score to ensure that all triggers are sent in their correct ordering. In interactive 
tracking, scenes are specified. Each scene may respond to several different triggers. Within a 
scene the performer is free to determine what triggers to play, in what order, and how many 
times to repeat each trigger. This allows the performer to control expressively such musical 
parameters as timbre, texture, scale, or harmony, or even to select which one of several possible 
accompaniments will be played at any given point in time. 
SUMMARY:  THE BIG P ICTURE 
As a summary, I provide an overview of the system that will demonstrate multiple presentations 
of musical material and the blending of diverse working metaphors. Whereas the system appears 
to be complex, as indeed it is, the technique of Slappability makes it relatively simple to use. It 
has been my experience that the added complexity of working in such a system was well worth it 
when considering the advantages gained from the ability to shift between different user paradigms 
and techniques for composition. 
Mu l t ip le  Mus ic  P resentat ions  
Figure 19 shows the first few measures of the Bach "Prelude." Music is represented in DMIX 
by individual NoteObjects and objects that contain the notes, an EventHolder (1, numbers refer 
to Figure 19). The music~ or DMIX EventHolder, can be viewed and edited in a Smalltalk 
Inspector (2), a Quill editor (3), a NoteList Editor (4), or a Graphic View (5). Some aspects 
CA/'~'IA 3Z: I - J  
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Mldi Input 
(from performer 
erformer input is responded to by-'%'%~ hadow, Echo, and possibly other Dmlx objects 
l Shadow: Score Tracking 
Tempo matching 
Score: ; 
4 Collection of Input J "  
events associated to JCode can create, run. and update 
Performance, Links / Echos. 
/ '~  J Code can creale any DMIX object ,, ~ ~ /  and send itmessages 
[ e'~" / ~r  Omix Objects Performances 
(generate pre composed / ~... Smalltalk 
sequences) 
I 
II 
Linear Tracking Interactive Tracking 
Figure 18. The Performance system comprising of SHADOW (the tracker) and a 
number of Echos. 
of the music can be represented by other tools. For example, the shape of the Function (6) is 
derived from the pitches and their onsets. Other tools, such as Filters or Patterns, can also be 
used to represent some aspects of the music. 
Each editor, or tool, will suggest o the user different ways to edit the music and compose. The 
more varied the music presentation, the better the chance of finding a tool that will perform a 
desired musical task. 
B lend ing  User  Metaphors  
Figure 20 provides an imaginary example of one possible way of using DMIX for composing. 
Arrows between tools suggest a possible path where a composer may shift his work from one tool 
to another. Note that most arrows are bidirectional and that many tools connect o more than 
one tool. This encourages a very flexible way of working that will support frequent shifts between 
tools. 
In this example, musical material is played on a MIDI instrument (1, numbers refer to Figure 20) 
with real-time interaction taking place through an Echo (2). The music is then edited in a Graphic 
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tEdlttng Dmlx: ConoertoJ '~I~slm FTI~ I'!" I "  I~ % JFunotionView I 
I " I .i, l lna I ? I 
. . . :  . . . .  , . . . .  , . . . .  , . . . .  , . . . , ,  I ' _ " 'd i  . . . . . .  t i .3  . . . . . .  b ' .6  . . . . . .  / 
1.0 s.0 fu~/  
i [  Graphic Editor ~ ~ Function Editor , 
( 4~TextEditor on: EventHolder named: BaohPreludeq J 
Play Ori,lna I OeltaTime Irev-ComplleJ Play Edit IJ~ 
)EvenIHolder 
[nstanoe name: BaohPreludel 
comment: ' 
oolleotion slze: 88 
~- -  ~1~ +0125 MidlNote [pitch: 05 dur 10 veh 64#ohan: 1] 
Quill Editor: unoompJled text +0.1:)5 Mid;Note [pltoh: e5 dur: 0.126 veh 64 #chart: t] 
J~ J I/O +0125 M;diNote [pitch: 95 dur: 0.126 veh 6q #ohan, t1 
voiceLoop: fromSelection notes: 8B +0.t26 MidiNote [phoh: o5 dur: 0.126 vet: 64 #ohan: I] 
ever~ MldiNote de~ult~vent +0126 MldlNote [pltoh: e6 dur: 0.126 veh 64 #ohan: 1] 
vav pRchNamePattern durationP~ttern In~:: NoteList Editor 
i l l  
pitchNamePattern '= Pattern on: #( 'c5' 'e5' g5' A | 
'aS' 'd6' YB" I)4' 'd5' 'gS' 'dB' 76" 'gS' 'dB' Y6' 'c5' 'eS' 
"aB" "a5" 'eB" 'a6' 'c5' "d5' ~f#5' 'a5' 'dB' 'f#5' a5' 'd6' I 
"eS' "g5" "c6' "e5" 'gS' 'c6' "a4' 'c5' 'e5' 'g5' "c6" 'e5" 'g,' 
• g4' z~' 'ds" "gs" ~s' 'dS' 'gS' ~S'). 
vek>cityPattern := Pattern on: 64. 
channelPattern := Pa~arn on: 1. 
classNamePattern := Pattern on: #(#MidiNote) 
Quill Editor (algorithm) 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  I EventHolder 
'BaohPreludel' [88] name 
oomment 
events 
oaohDuration 
Smalitalk Inspector 
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Event Holder 
Figure 19. Multipresentations of the first few notes of the Bach "Prelude." The 
EventHolder holds onto the DMIX objects that represent the music. This data is 
presented here in a wide variety of editors and tools. 
Editor (3), and the result is processed once again through the Echo (3) and captured back in the 
graphic view (3). The new material is processed further using a Function (4) and some Smalltalk 
code from a CodeDictionary (5). At this stage, the composer did some fine grain editing in a 
NoteList editor (6), and here again he used a CodeDictionary (5) to process ome selected notes. 
The end result was Slapped into the Quill editor, refined and combined with previous musical 
materials, and the end result was edited through a Graphic Editor (3). 
CONCLUSIONS 
DMIX is a first step in the design of environments hat better support musical creativity. 
The ability to shift easily between different user metaphors, tools, and music visualizations i
especially significant and has been found to be valuable by many users of the DMIX environment. 
The blending of compositional tools with performance tools appears to be helpful in creating 
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/ I Functi°nv~ew l 
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L . . . .  : " ..~..- .: .:~.:.'?q--J*1 o i o.~ o.5 , . I  '±;/ G ...... @ _  , 
~1 reuuceOelta ! 
, , ~  set~bsoluteTime| event pitch: 
"laxtEditor I I Y ~ - 
s.v. h- o.,,,.~o.,..T,~ev-~o.o0,.~pl.,.,t I~l,~l 
EventHolder 
=0.363" +0.125 Mid;Note [pitch: 05 dur:l.0 vet: 64 #ohan= 1} 
Io, ui, Eciitor: uncompiled text l  
I .m l -~i°  I ,,o'J__B_ I ,o  I ?  
L ~  pltchNam(Patterr, • Pat terncn :#( ' f#6 ' 'bS ' ' f l "cS ' ) .  
duratlonPattern <- Pattern onl 500, 
veloc~tyPatt~rn • Pattern on: ~4. 
deltaT;rnePattern*- Pattern on;#{ 0 125 125 t26). 
loop== 
s.'df r.~¢ohNzme; pltchNamtPatt~.rn ext. 
self duration= duratlonPattern ne'er. 
self velocity: veiocityPatlern ext. 
sdf deltaT~rne: deltaTirnePattern next. 
Figure 20. Shifting among varied user metaphom. 
expressive nuance. The system's ability to support user defined extensions to the underlying 
music representation will help adapt the system to a wider range of musical applications. 
Whereas DMIX opens new conceptual ways for thinking about music and about the tools used 
to create and manipulate music, there is still much to be desired. It is interesting to observe that 
whereas computers open a vast space for new creativity and expression, the composer's ability 
to express his ideas freely and to work them out is still constrained. Until better user interfaces 
are developed, it will remain the conventional composer who enjoys the most creative freedom as 
he sits by his desk with a pencil in his hand and a score-sheet laid out before him. 
Avai lab i l i ty  
DMIX may be licensed free of charge for academic and noncommercial use. Please contact he 
author. The documentation a d licensing agreement may be downloaded via the following URL. 
f tp  : / / f tp -ccrma.  s tan ford ,  edu/pub/dmix/ 
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